ORDINANCE NO. 2018-04

AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING THE VILLAGE OF CHERRY VALLEY, ILLINOIS TO DISPOSE OF PERSONAL PROPERTY

WHEREAS, the Village of Cherry Valley, Illinois has accumulated over the years various items of personal property, some of which have resale value and some of which have no value or other than for donation purposes as the same must be repaired or altered to be useful, or some items just to be disposed of; and

WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees for the Village of Cherry Valley has decided that certain articles of personal property would serve a more useful purpose by selling, scrapping, donating or obtaining closed bids of said items in lieu of the Village of Cherry Valley continuing to store said items; and

WHEREAS, in order to properly dispose of the personal property under 65ILCS 5/11-76-4, it is necessary for three-fourths of the corporate authorities to authorize the disposal or other disposition of personal property by way of ordinance and further, and affirmative statement be made that this various item is no longer necessary or useful to the Village of Cherry Valley as a municipality; and

NOW, THEREFORE, be it ordained by the President and Board of Trustees for the Village of Cherry Valley, Illinois, as follows:

SECTION 1: The following items of personal property shall be sold, donated, or item just to be disposed of, as the same have no value or are of no inconsequential value to the Village of Cherry Valley:

SEE ATTACHMENT “A”

SECTION 2: This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect after its approval and passage by three-fourths of the corporate authorities for the Village of Cherry Valley, Illinois and publication in pamphlet form.

PASSED UPON MOTION BY: SALLY HOLLEMBEAK
SECONDED BY: DAVID SCHROEDER

BY ROLL CALL VOTE THIS 19th DAY OF MARCH, 2018

AS FOLLOWS:

VOTING “AYE”: STEPHEN APPELL, JEFF FUSTIN, SALLY HOLLEMBEAK, JEFF O’HARA, DAVID SCHROEDER

VOTING “NAY”:

ABSENT, ABSTAIN, OTHER: NANCY BELT,

ATTEST: APPROVED:

[Signatures]
VILLAGE CLERK, KATHY TRIMBLE
VILLAGE PRESIDENT, JIM E. CLAEYSSEN
1. Bicycle - Hard Rock Specialized Serial # P9LS47635
2. Bicycle - Smith and Wesson Tactical Serial # UVO5125672
3. Hand Gun - Heckler & Koch, Model USP C 45 Caliber Serial # 29-020533
4. Hand Gun - Heckler & Koch, Model USP C 45 Caliber Serial # 29-016508
5. Hand Gun - Heckler & Koch, Model USP 45 Caliber, Serial # 25-120416
6. Hand Gun - Heckler & Koch, Model USP 45 Caliber, Serial # 25-013260
7. Hand Gun - Heckler & Koch, Model USP 45 Caliber, Serial # 25-054682
8. Hand Gun - Heckler & Koch, Model USP 45 Caliber, Serial # 25-140969
9. Hand Gun - Heckler & Koch, Model USP 45 Caliber, Serial # 25-116434
10. Hand Gun- Glock, Model 21, 45 Caliber, Serial # TUC739
11. Hand Gun - Heckler & Koch, Model USP 45 Caliber, Serial # 25-013265
12. Hand Gun- Glock, Model 21, 45 Caliber, Serial # FHL574
13. Hand Gun - Heckler & Koch, Model USP C 45 Caliber, Serial # 29-028916
14. Hand Gun - Heckler & Koch, Model USP 45 Caliber, Serial #25-140970
15. Hand Gun - Heckler & Koch, Model USP 45 Caliber, Serial # 25-066008
16. Hand Gun- Glock, Model 21, 45 Caliber, Serial # YUV578
17. Hand Gun- Glock, Model 21, 45 Caliber, Serial # TUC737
18. Hand Gun- Glock, Model 21, 45 Caliber, Serial # TPA979
19. Hand Gun - Heckler & Koch, Model USP 45 Caliber, Serial # 25-066009
20. Hand Gun- Glock, Model 21, 45 Caliber, Serial # TUC738
21. Hand Gun - Heckler & Koch, Model USP 45 Caliber, Serial # 29-100002
22. Hand Gun - Heckler & Koch, Model USP 45 Caliber, Serial # 25-054680